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Two Spectacular Trips near Canberra

Canberra doesn’t enjoy a reputation as an exciting city to live in, but the surrounding region provides some of the best
bushwalking in southeastern Australia. Here’s two rare opportunities to experience the highlights of this area.

On the Melbourne Cup weekend (30th October to 2nd November) Simon Walliss will lead a four-day pack-carry to
the Budawang Ranges, a landscape of rugged sandstone cliffs, tabletop mountains interspersed with rainforest gorges
and numerous caves. The walk will take in Corang Peak, Monolith Valley and The Castle, the most spectacular peak
in the range. The walk is graded Medium-Hard, as there are some off-track and steep rock-scrambling sections, but it is
certainly worth it! Transport options are to either drive or fly to Canberra then continue to the Budawangs on Saturday
morning. For those able to take additional days off after Cup Day, some easier daywalks will be offered in the
Canberra region. Further information - please contact Simon (9867 6902).

Between Boxing Day and New Year’s Eve, Mark Beyer will lead a walk from Kiandra to the start point of the
Australian Alpine Walking Track at Tharwa just outside Canberra. There are a variety of attractions along the way;
historic huts such as Oldfields and Currango, the caves and gorges of Blue Waterholes, panoramic views from Bimberi
Peak (the highest point in the ACT) then a view of Canberra from Booroomba Rocks. Among the numerous small
streams crossed is the headwaters of the Murrumbidgee River.

The walk departure will be early morning Dec 26th, driving to Corryong then transferring to a minibus up to Kiandra,
with similar return transport from Canberra to Corryong. The walk is graded Medium, as it is an extended pack-carry,
however as six-day walks go, this is one of the least demanding. Total distance is 120km with no major climbs and
generally open country – an ideal introduction to longer walks (although definitely try a weekend pack-carry first). To
book yourself some post-Christmas relaxation, contact Mark (5756 2900)

There are lots of great interstate walks, but only limited opportunities to schedule them; both of these walks tend to
appear on the programme once per decade, so don’t miss your chance this time.

July 31st 2004: Bruce Meincke and others prepare to climb Mt
Feathertop in glorious snow and weather conditions (story p4)

CFA Fundraising Walk & Talk

YHA Bushwalking has started a series of
fundraising walks. Two or three times a year, the
entire proceeds of a designated Sunday walk will
be donated to a conservation or environment-
related organisation. The cost for these special
walks is $10 per person, including trip-card
holders.

The first such walk to Hanging Rock in April
resulted in $400 being raised for Bush Heritage,
an organisation dedicated to buying back suitable
land with high biodiversity value and turning it
into managed conservation reserves. A similar
amount is hoped to be raised for the Country
Fire Assocation on the Sept 19 th Sunday walk to
Blackwood , led by the legendary Ron Bell.

Following this, at Clubnight September 20th, a
guest speaker from the the CFA will talk about
fire safety in the bush – how to minimise the risk
and what to do if you are caught out in the
vicinity of a bushfire.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO YETI
These articles don’t write themselves you know, nor
are they all plagiarised from the internet (well some
of them aren’t anyway). If you’ve enjoyed yourself
on one or two YHA trips or have some thoughts about
bushwalking which you’d like to share, then here’s
your opportunity to do so. Find a spare moment, jot
them down then email them to yhabush@bigpond.com
Deadline for next issue is November 18th 2004.

YETI ONLINE
“Yeti” has its own website www.vicnet.net.au/~yhayeti
containing an online version of the latest issue as well
as archived articles from past editions. The web
versions are well worth visiting, as they often include
additional photographs not able to be included in the
print version for reasons of space, as well as superior
reproduction.

TRIP LEADERS
If you wish to have a brief description of your
upcoming trip printed here in YETI please contact
the editor with the details.

YHA ACTIVITIES CLUBNIGHT
Is held on Monday nights at the YWCA building, 489
Elizabeth Street in the city, from 8pm to approx.
9:30pm. Special events start at 8.15pm sharp,
everybody welcome.

ABOUT THIS NEWSLETTER
If you recognise an article in this newsletter it is
probably because it has been plagiarised from
another source. This is the only way we can bring you
this newsletter. YETI makes no apology for any
offence caused.

YETI THANKS
The following contributors to this issue:
Robert Adams
Ron Bell
Mark Beyer
Stuart Hanham
Richard Miller
Greg Shepherd
David Sisson
Simon Walliss

How about a few female contributors next issue? It’s
rumoured that some women know how to string a few
words together as well. You don’t have to be Jane
Austen, but see what you can do to provide a
different perspective to the boys-own stuff
dominating recent editions.

Chairman’s Report
The YHA winter season has been a good one with a range of
interesting snow walks proving to be very popular. Some of them had
nearly 20 people walking, with fantastic weather on the Mt Feathertop
trip. The Mt Feathertop walk was notable for another reason: it
marked Bruce Meincke’s 40th anniversary of walking with the YHA
Bushwalking club. Bruce first walked on 3rd August 1964 on a trip to
Drouin. I congratulated him on the summit of Mt Feathertop, Bruce’s
favourite mountain, on 1 st August 2004, almost exactly 40 years later.

Thank you Bruce for your magnificent contribution of walking and
leadership over 40 years. You have been one of the most enthusiastic
and loyal members ever since you joined and have a great reputation
for leading snow walks on Mt Feathertop, Mt Bogong and Mt Buller.
Congratulations - we look forward to many more years of walking!

On a sadder note, our oldest active member Jean Buchanan passed
away in July. Jean started walking with the YHA in the early 1980s
and had walked with the club for over 20 years. She was a fixture on
the “E” rated Sunday walks and will be missed. Jean was 85 years old,
a record for a YHA bushwalker (obituary page 3)

The Spring program is interesting and varied and I am looking
forward to it! Both day and weekend walks have been well catered
for. The clubnight schedule also contains a range of interesting
speakers and slide presentations. Try and come in on Monday nights
for our highlight events!

Simon Walliss
Chairman

Wimmera Walkabout (Queens Birthday 2004).
The group assembles in a dry lake, Little Desert National Park

Tips for Better Bushwalking
#19 “A Change of Clothes for the Journey Home”
Depending on conditions, the finish of a walk could see you arrive
back cold and wet or hot and sweaty. A spare set of clothes in the
vehicle makes the return journey a lot more comfortable for both day
and weekend trips, yet many people neglect to do this – it’s not as if
they are extra weight to carry. Even if there isn’t the opportunity for a
swim or wash first, fresh clothes still make a difference; you will be
more socially acceptable at café stops en-route and the smell of a long
walk won’t linger in the vehicles for days afterwards.

#19 part (b) – “… and Bag your Boots”
Likewise dry shoes are a relief from wet muddy boots. Remember to
bring a plastic bag for the boots to avoid soiling the vehicle you are
travelling in and help seal in their aroma.

mailto:yhabush@bigpond.com
http://www.vicnet.net.au/~yhayeti
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Obituary – Jean Buchanan

Jean Buchanan, one of the
more memorable characters
of YHA Bushwalking, passed
away on July 15th aged 85,
leaving a legacy of anecdotes
that will be retold time and
time again by those who
knew her.

Jean was a regular on YHA
day walks and many who
have walked with YHA over

the years will recall this feisty yet likable woman. While
there is an over 50’s YHA walking group, Jean preferred
the company of younger people as her energy levels were
such that she would quickly tire of those closer to her own
age. She was often to be found well up the line of walkers
on Sunday walks.

Despite her stamina, there were occasions when the
frustration of being a thirtysomething in an eighty-year old
body became evident. On a day walk in the Taradale area
a few years ago, what had been a narrow stream when it
was surveyed turned into a deep and wide river on the day
of the walk. The only crossing was a long, twisted and
very overgrown log. Without waiting, most of the group
crossed on the log, leaving Jean with the leader (Stuart
Hanham) and a couple of others on the wrong side. Jean
declined an offer to be taken back to the cars. Stuart and
another fellow then persuaded her to try the log and
attempted to assist her across, but she found it too difficult.
Still she refused to return to the cars.
Meanwhile, the people on the other side were getting
impatient. What to do? As luck would have it, help was at
hand as a family camping nearby was watching (and
video-taping) the proceedings with some amusement. A
tall and very broad man came over and offered to "piggy
back" Jean across the river. She wasn't keen on the idea,
but was convinced to try it. Unfortunately, the man was so
big that Jean couldn't even climb on his back. The group
on the other side was becoming very restless and still Jean
would not go back.

A tall girl then came down and offered to float Jean across
on her lilo. Despite being warned by Stuart "Jean, you
realise you will get wet," she decided to give it a go. She
got on the lilo, stomach first, then without hesitation the
girl towed her across the river in chest deep water. Much
clapping and cheering broke out as Jean landed on the far
bank. When she stood up, she had stripes of water down
her jumper.

Despite reassurances that she had done very well to make
the crossing at all, Jean was quite annoyed and upset that
she hadn't been able to cross the river by herself.
Although senior in years, Jean was a very determined and
independent person.

Her sporting prowess was second to none and she retained
an interest in active pursuits throughout her life. Bowls
and tennis were among her other interests and she
apparently was a formidable opponent at both.

One of the things that kept Jean so young was not just her
physical lifestyle but also her interest in all sorts of
subjects. When she started to encounter health problems
she took an interest in the details of the medical
terminology involved. She perplexed a nurse who walks
with YHA on one occasion by asking did she know what
the “volvo” was and where it could be found?!

On a recent walking trip to Ballarat Jean collapsed in pain
with what turned out to be a serious gall stone complaint.
The group leader set off to call an ambulance. When the
ambulance man arrived, Jean was back on her feet and
looking ready for another 10 km. Upon asking the group
“Where’s the patient?”, Jean responded “I’m standing
next to you!”. Jean’s health problems were serious but she
endured them with the fortitude and determination that
made her the great Aussie battler that she was.

Jean was also a clubnight regular, often coming along for a
chat even when there wasn’t much on. Her occasional
questions from left-field would keep presenters on their
toes. On of the best was at a talk from national rogaining
champion Nigel Aylott. Jean queried as to why there had
to be a time limit. It didn’t seem fair that people couldn’t
hunt around in the bush for as long they needed to find all
the checkpoints.

Jean was always offering to lead walks, in particular two
favourite routes: Edithvale to Mordialloc and Mordialloc
to Edithvale. She also did charity work for the Red Cross.
As a memorial to Jean, a special walk will be held on Dec
5th along one of her favourite stomping grounds, with
proceeds going to the Red Cross.

YHA bushwalking has lost a great spirit and a great friend.

Thanks to Rob Adams, Ron Bell & Stuart Hanham for their
contributions to this article

Saturday Walks Are Back
Spring 2004 offers a programme of Saturday walks.
Saturday trips provide a wider variety of day-walk
opportunities than possible with the open Sunday walks.
There are some locations such as the Cathedral Ranges
(Oct 23rd) which aren’t suitable for large groups or
inexperienced walkers, therefore they will never appear on
our programme as an open Sunday walk.

Longer, more challenging walks can also be provided (eg
25km Blackwood-Trentham circuit Oct 2nd) or
Dandenongs (Nov 13th) as a later finish and return to
Melbourne isn’t so bad when you don’t have to go to work
next morning. Finally an earlier departure time enables
walks to locations which are out of range for Sunday walks
(if they are to start before midday); watch out for a Lake
Eildon NP day-walk in 2005.
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Fair Weather on Feathertop

This year's winter program was a fantastic one with a wide
selection of great trips - Donna Buang, Mt Macedon, Lake
Mountain, Bogong, the North West face of Mt Buller and,
of course, the classic Feathertop snow-walk. It was great,
after the bushfires closed the track last year, to see Bruce
Meincke’s traditional Mt Feathertop trip back on the
program.

Mt Feathertop via the Bungalow Spur. Ah, the very name
inspires images of turmoil, sacrifice, struggle and
exhilaration! This trip has become the stuff of legend
around the bushwalking circuit. This year the trip was
completed in near perfect conditions. Nineteen intrepid
people came along, and we had perfect weather
throughout. The snow - in this fantastic season – was deep,
and came down to around the 950 metre mark. Starting at
9 am, most of us reached the old site of Federation Hut
(destroyed in the 2003 bushfires) by 1.30 pm for a late-ish
lunch before setting out for the summit at 2.30 pm. Of
course, my 15 year old son David was well ahead of me on
the trail (though he was a bit lax in not having prepared a
three course luncheon with a civilised collection of wines
and aperitifs for my famished, but nonetheless discerning
palate) - preoccupying himself instead with the wasteful
exercise of building a snowbreak/wall for our campsite.

The afternoon was absolutely glorious; we could see for
miles and miles in all directions across the magnificent
vista of the Victorian Alps. Some of our party had
crampons, some had ice-axes and some snowshoes, but all
had a resolute, steely and never-say-die determination in
their eye. Fortunately in the fine weather and ideal snow
conditions it took a mere hour and a quarter to get
ourselves up on to the summit (complete with its
treacherous overhanging cornice).

The thing about this trip is the variability of snow and
weather conditions each year. As we were trudging out
way to the top, I couldn't help but recall the year in the
early eighties when we had a huge snowfall just prior to
the trip and our group of 40 took all day to wade in thigh
deep fresh snow up to Federation Hut before settling in for
a fantastic night around the campfire.

The hut is gone (temporarily – it’s planned to be rebuilt
this summer), though there is a quite magnificent new
composting toilet block (important to get one's priorities
right!).

This year we camped out in the snow – our insulation mats
providing an all important thermal barrier between us and
that cold white stuff underneath. The temperature probably
hovered around minus 6-7 overnight, and - after a
nourishing pasta meal cooked over our gas burner - it was
early to bed: playing "Twenty Questions" and so on to
pass the time, before dropping off to sleep.

Greg Shepherd

Expanding National & State Parks

Access to some popular bushwalking spots on private land
have been lost in recent years due to the owner deciding to
restrict public access. Campaspe Falls and Warragul
Rocks, an excellent viewpoint of the Goulburn Valley
from Tallarook State Forest, are two examples.

On the positive side however, there have been instances
this year where parcels of private land have been added to
existing state or national parks, and the status of the parks
upgraded to offer greater protection of their conservation
values.

Some of the regions to benefit are the Grampians NP
(1000 ha), Mt Eccles NP (2400 ha), Mt Arapiles (2400 ha)
and Wyperfeld (additional 180 hectares thanks to the
generosity of local landowners).

Closer to Melbourne the Pyrete Range (6000 ha state
forest) has been incorporated into the Lerderderg State
Park.

And still under discussion is a proposal to expand the
Otways National Park from 12,000 to almost 100,000 ha
by incorporating areas currently zoned as State Parks,
State Forest or Conservation Parks. While this doesn’t
really provide areas for bushwalking that couldn’t be
walked before, it will limit other types of activities such as
logging and trail-bike riding. Unsurprisingly the
expansion of the Otways National Park is being opposed
by groups such as the timber industry and four-wheel drive
associations.

Tips for Better Bushwalking
#47 – “Think Like a Horse”

Horses pick the easiest, flattest route with the least
obstacles to get where they’re going, so if you spot a horse
(or other animal’s) trail in the high country (heading in
your own general direction), make things easy for yourself
by following it as well.
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Book Reviews
John & Monica Chapman. Bushwalking in Australia. 4th edition.
John Chapman, 2003. 320 pages. $39.95.

The Chapmans wrote the first three editions of Bushwalking in Australia for Lonely
Planet Publications. This publisher generally commissions authors to write books but
retains the copyright. Following a disagreement where the Chapmans were unwilling to
sign over the copyright to Lonely Planet, they went it alone and published a fourth
edition themselves.

The book is considerably changed in format from the earlier editions and while it
remains restricted to pack carrying walks, different areas are covered. It now has a
much less cramped design and is in full colour. Guide book authors must decide
whether they cover a few walks in great detail or a larger number of walks with less
information on each. The Chapmans have opted for the former approach.

As it covers the whole continent, the coverage of Victoria is limited but the depth of information for each of the 25
walks in the book is impressive. In addition to gradient profiles, terrific photos and comprehensive track notes, each
walk has charts depicting seasonal temperatures and rainfall. 32 pages are devoted to the fortnight long Great South
West walk, with interesting detail on the places visited. Other Victorian walks are: Mt Feathertop and Bon Accord (3
days), Mt Howitt and The Viking (4 days), the standard southern Prom circuit (4 days), Mt Cole State Forest (2 days),
and the Victoria Range in the Grampians (3 days).

There are no obvious errors or inconsistencies in the coverage of Victorian walks, and the descriptions and terrific
photos of interstate walks are a strong enticement to venture further afield. Although it is not cheap, this is a book that
any regular pack carrying walker should not be without. David Sisson

Sandra Bardwell, et. al. Walking in Australia. 4th edition.
Lonely Planet Publications, 2001. 480 pages. $33.00.
As described above, the first three editions of this book were written by John and
Monica Chapman. After the Chapmans went their own way and produced their own
new edition, Lonely Planet commissioned new authors to write their Australian
walking guide. So now we have two different books, both claiming to be the fourth
edition.

The Lonely Planet book retains the somewhat cramped, but jam-packed with
information, format of its predecessors, but differs in the areas covered. The walks
tend to be a lot easier than in the Chapmans’ new book. The Victorian section has
notes for 8 pack carrying walks and 11 day walks. The walks are covered in
adequate, but not comprehensive detail, and there aren’t many photos to give
prospective walkers a feel for the area.

This is very useful guidebook, especially for those venturing interstate, but it is not
quite up to the standard set by the Chapmans’ “4th edition”. David Sisson

Equipment News - Number One for Flavour?
Dehydrated meals are essential to minimise weight on long walks, however they
require regular sources of good water. There are regions where potable water is
almost non-existent, which means that even 2-3 days in winter requires carrying at least
5-6 litres = 5-6 extra kg. Taking dehydrated food doesn’t save weight in these
situations, as you have to carry the water to go with it - or do you? Thanks to a recent
development for the US Army you may not need to carry as much water any more – at
least externally. A ration pack includes a filter to take out 99.9% of microbes. This
enables it to be rehydrated using contaminated water or urine; preparing dinner could
be as simple as pissing in a pouch. Given some of the dried food on the market, it’s
hard to imagine it could taste that much worse. There isn’t a lot of choice with these
latest instant meals; chicken and rice is only one available so far (although Pea & Ham
or Leek & Potato soup sound like they’ve got potential as future recipes). Not
surprisingly these pouches are only produced as single-serve portions.
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How Serious a Bushwalker Are You?

Are you a dedicated hard-core bushwalker or just out for a social stroll?
Take Dr T’s test and rate your Bushie Factor.

1. You are invited to a birthday party next month, do you -
a) Say you can’t make it as there will probably be a walk on.
b) Suggest they have the party on Mt Bogong instead
c) Cancel all walks and go the party
d) Accept the invitation as you have nothing better to do.

2. Who is your ideal partner?
a) No time for a partner - out walking every weekend
b) Someone who can carry a heavy pack on a weekend walk
c) Someone who enjoys walking
d) Someone with a BMW

3. What are your friends like?
a) Adventure racers, rogainers and marathon bushwalkers
b) Easygoing people who do the occasional weekend walk
c) Easygoing people who enjoy the occasional day walk
d) St Kilda café crawlers

4. Early Sunday morning where are you most likely to be?
a) At the 85km mark in an 24hr adventure race or rogaine
b) Waking up in a tent below Mt Feathertop
c) At the meeting point for the Sunday walk
d) In bed

5. How often do you wash while walking?
a) Never (unless forced to do a chest-high river crossing)
b) Every evening at the campsite, but water only, no soap
c) Twice-daily; once before going on a walk and straight after

arriving home.
d) I reapply my deodorant at every rest-break.

6. You see a person fall in the river, do you?
a) Keep moving as you still have 35km to walk
b) Laugh and take photos
c) Wait for the leader to do something
d) Call the police

7. What substance mainly gets you high on the weekends?
a) Adrenalin
b) Oxygen
c) Caffeine
d) Ecstasy

8. Readers Digest randomly selects you for a date with
Nicole Kidman. Where do you go?

d) A conspicuous table outside the trendiest café in Chapel St
c) A short coastal walk then a candlelit dinner at Queenscliff
b) A hike to the summit of Mt Bogong
a) Who's Nicole Kidman??

9. Out in the bush you find a 4WD track heading
towards the place you need to go to. Do you take it?

a) Not if I can scrub-bash there in under eight hours.
b) Only if there are no alternative trails or foot-pads.
c) Yes; I get nervous more than a few metres from a track.
d) Only if it won't scratch the paintwork on my Pajero.

10. You are about to score, what do you say to your
partner?

a) I have just walked 35km I need a rest first
b) Your Thermarest or mine?
c) Take it easy I haven’t had sex for 5 years
d) Give it to me baby!!

11. Your idea of a really good walk is?
a) A solo 35 day trip to the West Coast of Tasmania
b) An overnight trip to Mt Bogong
c) A social Sunday walk at Lorne
d) A stroll from the car to the nearest café

12. What is your idea of a good night in?
a) Poring over maps planning the next walk
b) Watching a video of Touching the Void
c) Chatting on the phone to friends
d) Watching Australian Idol or Big Brother on TV

13. What annoys you most?
a) People who can’t keep up on a walk
b) Leaving the tent poles at home
c) Going on a walk then finding there isn’t a bakery nearby
d) People who walk when they can drive

Let bushwalking get you high!

Rate yourself

Mostly A’s - Congratulations, a hard core walker. Send me an email I’m looking for walkers like you as I can’t find
anyone to walk with.

Mostly B’s - An overnight walker, take the next step and challenge yourself to become a hard core walker.

Mostly C’s - A day walker, the first step to becoming a hard core walker.

Mostly D’s - What are you? Get a life and start walking.


